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Abstract   
Globalisation leads people getting a chance to move to a different place, to dine in a different 
context and to experience a different lifestyle. This paper evaluates the designs which offer 
dining experience in elsewhere, a changed context. A logical narrative review of literature 
has been conducted to clarify the patterns that restaurant practitioners, designers and social 
science researchers used for developing dining experience in elsewhere. 
The paper defines two hourglass balance pattern via food between diner and dining 
experience providers, as well as a set of interactive strategies in dining experience design. 
The former can be regarded as an example of the latter pattern. The findings indicate an 
empathetic setting design framework is needed in future research. This is the first paper that 
examines the dining experience in light of the atmosphere caused by people’s physical and 
psychological mobility flow in modern society. The findings provide an access to establish 
dining experience design framework in future research, that is, achieve various levels of 
diners’ needs in dining setting design by distributing the multisensory effects to activate 
diners’ involvement in the dining experience.  
dining experience; in elsewhere; pattern via food; interactive strategies 
 
Globalisation leads people getting a chance to experience living in elsewhere through the 
dining experience. In the past ten years, designers have conducted experimental dining 
designs (Baltz, 2014b; Dolejšová, 2014; Guixé, Henderson, & Guenzel, 2011; Robert 
Comber, 2014; Vogelzang, 2014) to fulfil an enjoyable and meaningful experience to meet 
diners’ needs. People who provide food in elsewhere search their identity from their diners 
and expand their cultural territory by given the food (Eat Love Budapest, 2011; HotKarot & 
Homelike=StreetSauce, 2014;Grandma’s Design, 2014); on the contrary, diners obtain 
authority and sense of existence by taking the food (Techno –tapas,1997; Black 
confetti,2005; Sharing Dinner, 2005; Li’s Kitchen, 2007; Lickestra, 2014).  In light of this, 
food becomes an access for diner’s adjustment because it leads diners seeking a connection 
between the old and new life experience. Meanwhile, dining is one of the most significant 
socialisation activities (Elsner, 2002) and technology helps to dispel social barriers in food-
related events by providing interactive communication avenues, such as interpersonal social 
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media platform (Afreeca TV,2014), remote communication prototype (CoDine, 2011; 
Foodie,2012) and dining-led experimental exhibition (Telematic Dinner Party, 2012;2014). 
Cultural influence: the connection of living in elsewhere 
Food has symbolic meaning for immigrants who are representatives of living in elsewhere, 
as their lives are connected with diverse dining experience. Food culture is represented by 
different atmospheres of different dining patterns (He, 2006). When immigrants adjust their 
dining context in a host country, each individual’s acculturation attitude varies. Morasso and 
Zittoun (2014) argued that there is a link between food consumption and obtaining identity. 
By interviewing 29 immigrant mothers who had lived in the greater London area for one to 
22 years, they found that people used tangible food, to attain intangible identity, in 
acculturation. Thus, food has played the role of a “malleable resource”. These immigrant 
households learned local cooking knowledge from books and magazines, so they could 
transfer their cooking skills and obtain a feeling of acculturation from the spiritual aspects of 
doing. So Morasso and Zittoun concluded that, “In that sense, food has a function both 
connected to self-continuity and memory, and to prospective and explorative learning as well 
as change.”  
Similar findings were reported from Rabikowska and Burrell’s research (2004). They 
analysed the shopping behaviours of Polish immigrants in the UK, found out that the food 
consumption (shopping) activity was a meaningful way of reflecting the root of immigrants’ 
motherland because this behaviour reflected the understanding of motherland. The 
homemade food, especially the food imported from the motherland recalls immigrants’ 
“taste of home” and releases their identity. Koc and Welsh (2001) conceptualised that “taste 
of home” is not only “a nutritional sufficient diet ”, but also, is related to what is “culturally 
appropriate”. Brightwell (2012), , in a self-narrative way, expressed her own food experience 
on behalf of Brazilian immigrants in the UK in her doctoral thesis and she claimed that the 
food consumption is connected with Brazilian’s ethnic identification. 
Why immigrants are so addicted to hometown taste? The nostalgia of home-made food 
might due to the “trust” feeling. House et al. (2014) argued that the trust in the food supply 
would influence food choice for non-English speakers in Western cultural context. Flora, 
Emery, Thompson, Prado-Meza, and Flora (2012) proved that, for the new Latino 
immigrants in Rural Iowa, US, sharing food with family and friends was more important 
than selling food to the market. This might due to the trust built on intimate relations. In 
eating designer Vogelzang’s  design Eat Love Budapest exhibition (2011), the unexpected 
intimate experience made a visitor confirmed that she felt a sense of motherhood when she 
was fed by a unseen gypsy woman’s hand.  
Besides seeking identity from food itself, immigrants also create output in their dining 
experience for define their identity. Cookbook is one important output of expressing living 
experience personally in an immigration context. Chen (2014) declared the social function of 
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cookbooks as historical sources. In America, Chinese cookbooks which are written by 
Chinese female immigrants promoted Chinese food to the westerners, and gave more 
flexible cultural meaning than the restaurants were able to provide. The cookbook writers are 
story tellers, so cookbooks are personal diaries more than public reading materials.  
Additionally, cookbooks become an effective way of identifying a philosophy or attitudinal 
stance by a particular culture according to the stories hidden behind the food making process 
or the feelings created by the gastronomy images. A remote area Sweden restaurant called 
Fäviken has its own cookbook with its historical story, recipes and menu detailed in it. In 
this self-reported cookbook, Mattias Kroon (Nilsson, 2012) asserted that Fäviken was a site-
specific restaurant which would remind customers to distinguish the uniqueness of its 
establishment and development. Diners drive miles to taste the harvest seasonal ingredients 
which recall the connection between people and nature.  
Identity and Authority: the existence evoked from dining in elsewhere 
Dining in elsewhere finds a way of entering an unknown or inaccessible life experience, 
which accelerates the involvement of a multicultural society. Love Eat Budapest (2011) 
debates the acceptance of the gypsy in Hungary. In order to create a more empathic context, 
designer asked gypsy women to serve a memorable food in their life experience. A gypsy 
girl was playing traditional music in the hall during exhibition time. Through a narrative 
dining experience, diners got a chance to understand gypsy women’s life. Hendrix (2013) 
showed, people will remember what they feel, “after you are fed by a person, you won’t hate 
her, you must like her.”. Food researcher Dolejšová (2014) increased local attention to 
marginal group through a project called HotKarot & Homelike=Street Sauce, in which she 
invited homeless women to type in their life stories on a website and transfer the stories into 
data-based sauces.  Seven homeless women, aged 31 to 56, sold HotKarots with story sauce 
in mobile food stalls on the street at Náplavka. Daters knew this marginal group by eating 
their unknown stories. That is, food attract diners silently without any explanation because 
the material is the evidence of engagement (Cardello et al., 2012). 
To make a further step, when extending the individual diners’ experience to historical 
experience between generations, food can be regarded as a mediator for developing the 
traditional culture which demonstrate the existence of an ethnic group. Grandma’s Design 
(2014) was a European Union project which discovers cultural identities via European 
grandmothers’ baking traditions. In order to engage the young generation to protect 
intangible cultural heritages in Europe, grandmothers baked their secret recipe dessert and 
spoke out their stories about the dessert. An Italian grandma Adriana, said when she saw that 
all her grandchildren were urged to take her Cinderella Cake, it made a lot of sense to her. 
Turkish grandma Mahmure said her grandma showed her and her sisters the baking process, 
and then watched them practice it, until they could cook and achieve a similar taste. 
Mahmure’s secret skill of baking came from her grandparents when she was young. 
Grandmas found their existence through their grandchildren’s reaction to their traditional 
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homemade food. As time passes by, the tradition of making food in household micro 
environment becomes a historical part of ethnic space. On the contrary, a memorable and 
disappeared life experience which is recalled by the dining experience also raises the diner’s 
subconscious sense of existence. In Vogelzang’s design Black Confetti for WWII exhibition 
in 2005 (Vogelzang, 2005), she followed a war time recipes. The guests, who experienced 
the war as children, reported that these recipes awakened the forgotten memories of wartime. 
Diners consumed similar food to recognise their own existence in past and present. 
In spite of the historical scenes, the unknown dining experience can also link with modern 
adventures. Guixé, Henderson, and Guenzel (2011) conducted an experimental dining design 
project called Techno Tapas in the late ‘90s, in which they considered what will be the dining 
behaviour in extreme conditions. They filled the small round red tomatoes with tomato 
sauces, so diners could eat the food in one bite under the sea. In exhibition project Sharing 
Dinner in 2005 (Vogelzang, 2014), the dining table was surrounded by white curtain, which 
separated the diners from the outside exhibition area. Although diners who sat face-to-face 
received different food from the waiter, they shared food frequently with each other in this 
temporary enclosed space. Here, the designed setting extracts diners own existence from 
their interaction with other diners. Wu, Bischof, and Kingstone’s (2013) research strongly 
affirmed the impact of “others” during the activity process, people like to look at each other 
in the lab context. This feature in real time place has been shown in Baltz’s  project called 
Lickestra (Baltz, Diana, & Dyer, 2014). Audiences are engaged in an orchestral 
improvisation built from ice-cream licking behaviour. They stood in a particular cube with 
an ice-cream in front. They can only use their tongue to lick the ice-cream with various 
methods. Each lick would create an electronic tune in the exhibition space. Different licking 
methods would result in different sounds. The guests who heard their own licking tune sound 
were curious to interact with other lickers, so a consistent orchestral was structure 
accidentally. 
Unlike the avant food designers, restaurateurs consider about clients’ needs first when 
creating dining experience in elsewhere. Grefé (2011) states that customers' personal 
experience, rather than a collective experience, is more valuable for sellers to promote. The 
restaurateurs notice that feed the curiosity of diners confirms diners’ authority in that 
particular context. Lang et al. (2007)  took the example of Li’s Kitchen, which was located in 
the Beijing alleyway (hutong) area. This restaurant has a widespread official story. It said 
that the settler, Li Shanlin, was a Professor at the Capital University of Economics and 
Business; his grandfather, Li Shunqing, was a kitchen officer in the Late Qing Dynasty, who 
chose the diet for Empress Dowager Cixi and the last emperor, Puyi, every day. When 
Grandfather Li retired, he took 3,600 royal recipes outside the Forbidden City and passed 
them on to his children. Later, Professor Li’s second daughter won a championship in a 
national cooking competition with those ancestral secret recipes, and then the socialites came 
to Li’s Kitchen and made it famous. Royal recipes, a professor founder and a champion chef- 
this legendary story is the biggest selling point for Li’s Kitchen. Diners came to experience a 
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unique, unfamiliar royal member dining experience that is impossible in modern life. In this 
case, it doesn’t matter whether the food was made by authentic royal style, but the story 
itself meets the curiosity of masses who live outside the forbidden city during the ancient 
royal time.  
Dining experience outside households, such as social event and food-related exhibitions, 
push diners search for their identity and authority in domains they may never attempt in 
routine dining. From the mentioned cases in this section, two hourglass balanced patterns via 
food between diners and dining experience providers are emerging. Figure 1 details the 
patterns.  
Figure 110: Two hourglass balance patterns via food between diner(s) and food provider(s) 
Interaction and communication: solution of dining in elsewhere 
What could be the driver for the diner or food producer of getting a sense of existence? 
Socialising is a possible answer. Booth et al. (2001) investigated multisensory experiences 
and showed that a change of environment will change the perception of food and the way of 
socialising among diners. Martí Guixé’s (2014) experimental exhibition Mealing (2009 
Performa Hub, New York) showed how dining experience worked for socialising 
consideration. In a dim lighting space, visitors got a large clay cup with small food pieces 




 Sharing Dinner, 2005
 Li’s Kitchen, 2007
 Lickestra, 2014
Pattern two: 
 Eat Love Budapest, 2011
 HotKarot & Homelike=StreetSauce,
2014 
 Grandma’s Design, 2014
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diners to get involved in a social event in an unfamiliar space. It indicates that dining 
experience might ease the isolation and loneliness.  
Technology helps diners fix the problem caused by geographic separation from friends and 
family through their dining experience.  Park Seo-Yeon (Blum, 2014), from Seoul, South 
Korea, showed how online chat room worked for people who are not involved in a social 
dining scene, such as patients in hospital and those living alone. On a Korea video streaming 
channel named Afreeca TV, Park was the most famous hostess. She got high hit rates by 
eating massive dishes without a break. The hits transferred into money over AUD $12,880 
per month as offline eaters pay for the streaming Park believes that her audience get a 
hedonic empathic experience when looking her performance, because she received many 
comments said they  appreciate her style of eating: make everything looks delicious. This 
example details a “one to many” path about how social media works for the dining 
experience.  
Comparatively, interaction designers explore the possibility of “one to one” path and “many 
to many” path in remote communication through dining experience. Wei et al. (2011) 
devised a virtual prototype CoDine to enhance the sharing and engaging feeling between 
remote diners, such as two friends or family members. Diners chose one food serving icon in 
the CoDine system, and then the movable table would move the corresponding food to the 
remote diner. Later, Wei and Cheok (2012) developed this prototype into Foodie, by which 
the user used a digital control panel to send self-created images to a remote diner. The 
Foodie uses particular liquid to print this image on the remote diner’s food, transferring an 
intangible message into edible food. These designs attempt to make emotional interaction 
between diners. The “one to one” path is an accessible solution for people who are in a 
transnational context (Jun Wei & Cheok, 2012). However, whether it is an affordable method 
that can be used in ordinary household is unknown, especially when the system requires 
extra hardware. 
The “many to many” path is efficient to shape a specific social arena, so the food experience 
inspire the entertainment effect of social communication. They show the possibility of 
providing companionship to sole diners who need interaction during dining. Elsewhere 
varies from online to offline, online to online, room to room, as well as in a same space but 
in different individual spots, such as a table to another table. Artist Emilie (2014a), together 
with Bart Hess, designed a cocktail Pareidolia Drinking, which presents on a ribbed shallow 
plate, so drinkers have to lick the wine off the plate in the designed scene - the Play Bar 
which is an experimental public space. Due to the self-evident instruction of this drink, the 
licking action bridges the sole drinkers in the bar and endorse potential social interactions 
which evoked by this cocktail. 
A similar concept is discussed by Barden et al. (2012) who combined two sushi dining tables 
through a projector above the table. The setting infers that audition played a more important 
role than vision in remote dining experience. Though sometimes diners covered remote 
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diner’s plates, once there was a sound of dropping forks (from the remote diner), guests 
stopped eating and searched for the “lost” utensils.  
Yet whether the two diner groups are fully involved in this arena is debatable. One guest in  
the Telematic Dinner Party argued that “I don’t feel that I shared food with them ….There 
was no sense that we were sharing (Robert Comber, 2014) .” A possible explanation for this 
unfulfilled feeling might be because the position of the projector only got topside, it focus on 
the dining table rather than the diners, which ignores the importance of tangible experience 
during the overall dining experience but indicates the importance of multisensory in dining 
experience. The scene which is created by the dining activity between online and offline 
eaters, on-site and remote eaters, reflects that multisensory experience is important for 
dining experience, as eaters need companions who can “dine” in a similar setting - even it is 
a virtual setting - with them (Jun  Wei et al., 2011).It is a truism to say that substantial 
settings affect diners emotion during the dining experience (Macht, Meininger, & Roth, 
2005).The setting design may prompts interaction and communication between diners as it 
recall the empathy within a social context. Psychologist Spence, together with other 
researchers (Harrar & Spence, 2013; Piqueras-Fiszman & Spence, 2011), argued that dining 
experience is about the perceptions of people; a multisensory experience of cutlery and 
eating environment can help people perceive food sensitively and lead to an appropriate 
amount of food intake. However, Spence’s experiments investigated the people’s reaction 
about food rather than the interaction between diners. 
Figure 2: A set of interactive strategies in food experience 
On another hands, Brillat-Savarin (1825) stated that the pleasurable feeling in dining 
experience came from the multisensory setting. The virtual setting of the Telematic Dinner 
Party does not consider the pre-dining experience which might influence the happiness level 
of the two diner groups. Macht et al. (2005)  pointed out that pleasurable eating is related 
with positive mood, because when talking about food topics and preparing food together, 
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people felt happy.  It leads the question about when and how to bring higher sharing 
experience for diners, a set of interactive strategies are classified in Figure 2. The next step 
will be to allocate the physical setting design to various diners’ need in elsewhere. 
Conclusion 
Since the atmosphere caused by people’s physical and psychological flow in modern society 
enrich the personal experience in multiple ways, diner’s experience which is built on 
individual life experience reveals the influential bi-directional relationship between 
interactive dining experience and routine life experience. The set of interactive strategies is 
categorized according to the involved cases. The “one to many” path develops diners’ social 
needs while the “one to one” path focus on the diner’s individual demands and  the “many to 
many” path reveals diners’ collective requirement of which people’s behaviour are driven by 
the real-time context. The hourglass balance pattern via food between diners and dining 
experience providers is regarded as an example of interactive strategies in dining experience 
design. Current designs consider the social content, as well as the diners’ need in various 
interactive contexts. This indicates that an empathetic dining experience is significant for 
achieving various levels of diners’ needs. However, no dining setting design framework has 
been established to integrate the human needs in physical setting. This might due to the 
complexity of perceptual setting design as it related with multisensory knowledge. This gap 
leads to a future direction of interpersonal dining experience research. A dining setting 
design framework which can distribute the multisensory effects to activate diners’ 
involvement in dining activities is needed. In light of the increasing fact that people dining in 
elsewhere, ideally this framework should examine the cultural denominators of particular 
diner group. 
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